
Run no:- 1601, 17 October 2012 

Hare:- Mollie 'Chocolate Starfish' and Nick 'Legiron' Z 
Location:- Rama 9 Park 

Scribe:- David ‘Pencil Prick’ W 

The dozen or so runners gathered at the appointed location more or less on time due to the heavy slow 

traffic. However, newbie Stevie Blunder (SB), very aptly named – had arrived one hour ahead of time 

and finding no one, proceeded to follow the run complete with his backpack. At some point he 

thought, hello! what time does the run actually start and checked the website find out his mistake, 

returning to the car park he found the early birds had arrived. 

Once all were gathered and dues duly paid, there was a very military style briefing from the co-hare 

explaining that there were lots and lots of chalk marking and that following a pair of circles, the trail 

became the back or returning trail and for the walkers to not leave the park (ever?). 

So, well assured of a great run in the freshness of a park, the gallant pack set forth following (SB) who 

knew the way anyway and dived into the park to follow a series of arrows with (SB) way out ahead 

and of course once past the point where he had stopped before, he was off trail and looking all over, 

whilst the older, speed challenged runners amongst us started looking for the trail, this turned out to be 

looped back and over a first bridge to a strange looking St George’s cross flag. This being the second 

check. 

The run continued deeper into the park and over another bridge with (SB) still way out in front until 

we arrived at a huge roundabout full of runners and cyclists. At this point the frontish runners 

consisted of (SB), myself, Tickler, Spank Me and Whining Wino. The trail led us around this 

roundabout, but then suddenly no more marks. All and sundry started to check everywhere with 

Tickler and Stumbles going the furthest along the line of the trail, but finding no more marks. Ok! 

back to square one and let’s check everything again, but let’s check on the other side of the 

roundabout too. There it was about 200 meters beyond the last mark and we were back on trail. 

Some fiendish plan by the hares to slow and confuse the pack, now nicely gathered again. So, on we 

went, into the setting sun? well at least it was getting dark very rapidly and lo and behold! we were at 

the other side of the park, where the walkers and the runners were to separate or join in the aerobics 

class in full swing as we passed the afore mentioned pair of circles with an arrow pointing the way. As 

I had now lost the front runners, I decided follow the hare’s advice and remain inside the park. The 

front runners had exited the park, gone around in a one kilometer loop including a bit of klong running 

to re-enter the park where they had left it. Thus, along with one of the few ladies running, we started to 

make our way back along the return trail that the hares now marked with double arrows. 

By now it was quite, or should I say very dark in places. This was where I figured out the thinking of 

the hares, in that having marked the pair of arrows no matter where the pathway meandered, there 

were no more arrows until you had to turn off that path onto a new one. So with the dark and dearth of 

chalk it became quite an adventure to find the way home and only through “near beer” instinct did we 

find our way out to the road and the waiting hares. 

A couple of notable excursions took place: one being Ambrose who exited the park and realized it was 

a long way to get back, promptly hopped a ride on a motorbike, about 5K around the park. The other 

being (SB) of course, who went into a maze near the aerobics dancers, didn’t find any chalk, but went 

in again just to double check – Amazing! 

The hashers all returned eventually and after a while the circle was convened by GM Normal. The 

Hares were asked to explain their marking and then duly punished. Stevie Blunder was introduced as 

first time comer/New Boot. Various misdemeanors were punished by RA Spank Me and guess who 

won the Tit of the Week?? You got it, (SB). I did not stay for the On-On-On which I am sure was well 

appreciated by those that did. Sheep Shagger and myself being transported back to civilization by 

Ambrose. 

On On Pencil Prick. 


